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USPA NEWS - Shazada Hayat Alerted ISI & IB of Indian Propaganda in UK and Europe 

This week has seen various Indian network agencies in UK and Europe exposed for using fake news and false propaganda to
discredit Pakistan internationally. The Indian networks have been infiltrating international media houses, NGO´s, community
organisations, social media, British and European parliament, political parties and human rights organisations. The enemy of Pakistan
was using these platforms to attack Pakistan with fake news and negative propaganda to influence the UK and European corridors of
power to undermine and try to destabilise Pakistan internationally. The Indian networks after investigation was traced back to a Delhi
based holding company the Srivastava Group (SG). This fifth generation of covert war against Pakistan internationally most certainly
has the hallmarks and shows the distinct work of the Indian intelligence service The Research and Analysis Wing (RAW). 

Shazada Hayat President UICF (UK) and international community welfare activist has alerted the Pakistan ISI, the Pakistan
Intelligence Bureau (IB) and also the relevant personnel and diplomats at the Pakistan High Commission London. Shazada Hayat also
made it public for the record in an article published on Tuesday 20th October 2020 highlighting and alerting the negative work of the
foreign intelligence service cells active in the UK and Europe carrying out a campaign of fake news, false propaganda and infiltrating
various bodies in the UK. 

Shazada Hayat said, The British /European Pakistanis are patriotic and paramount defenders of Pakistan as it is our ancestral
motherland. We the ex-compatriots and the overseas Pakistani community throughout the world may at times have our personal and
political differences between us. Nevertheless, the enemy of Pakistan needs to fully understand and ascertain when it comes to the
national interest and security of Pakistan, we unite ferociously as one force to defend Pakistan come what may. We will never stand
back and see any enemy of Pakistan to use the soil of Britain, Europe or any other country in the world to harm and undermine our
ancestral motherland Pakistan.

The greatest defenders of Pakistan are The Pakistan Army, The Navy and The Air Force. Pakistan also has a fourth force the
Pakistani ex-compatriots and the overseas Pakistani community who have been and always will be vigilant and ready to defend
Pakistan at every opportunity and on any occasion, said Shazada Hayat.
I am proud to have played my part in alerting the relevant authorities of the danger Pakistan was facing due to the foreign intelligence
service declaration of the fifth-generation covert war, which is based on fake news and false propaganda. 

The huge credit and great achievement of exposing the Indian false propaganda and fake news goes to the Pakistan ISI´s
International Counter Intelligence, The Pakistan Intelligence Bureau (IB) and the Pakistan High Commission in London. We are also
grateful to Alexandre Alaphilippe and the EU DisinfoLab for carrying out a full scale investigation after they received intelligence that
the Indian network the Srivastava Group (SG), based in India was operating under false pretence and illegally, to undermine and harm
Pakistan, by infiltrating the corridors of power to mislead and spread fake news and false and misleading propaganda, to the public
and administration of UK and Europe. 

The Indian secret network of fake news and false propaganda has been exposed and smashed by the Pakistan ISI. This clearly shows
the supremacy of the Pakistan´s world formidable ISI who are vigilant and are all seeing and all knowing, leaving no stone unturned
anywhere in the world to root out Pakistan´s enemies sinister and adverse activities. The Pakistani nation, the ex-compatriots and the
overseas Pakistani community with huge sense of patriotic pride commend and salute the Pakistan ISI, The Pakistan Intelligence
Bureau (IB) and the Pakistan High Commission London for working tirelessly and diligently to expose the Indian fake news and
propaganda machine in the UK and Europe,
said : Mr.Shazada Hayat. 
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